
FeelFree Dorado 125 Fishing kayak Overdrive 
ready Navy Camo

FeelFree

Product number: FFK-ODR-NC

The award winning new fishing kayak from FeelFree 
with LED lighting.

2.999,00 €/Stück
Weight: 56.25 kg
2.999,00 € * 2.999,00 €

The already awarded Dorado 125 is the latest FeelFree kayak with optional Overdrive. With features like no 
other kayak in this category and a standard LED navigation and cockpit lighting, this kayak is the dream of 
every pro angler and those who want to become one. Whether you set off before dawn or return after sunset, 
the Dorado takes kayak fishing to a new level.

The Dorado was designed by FeelFree from the ground up with a focus on stability, tracking and propulsion, 
facilitated by the innovative Cathedral 3 hull. This uniquely designed hull features 2 outer and one inner 
pontoon with deep channels in between for optimal performance on the water.
The deck of the Dorado was created especially for anglers: generous space, countless equipment options and 
ready-to-use, integrated UniTrack rails. In addition, a height-adjustable Gravity Seat with high backrest, 
which makes paddling particularly comfortable, is already included in the delivery. The oversized FeelFree 
Beaver Tail (BT) rudder and intuitive 8-Ball hand steering are also included to keep you in control of the 
kayak, even with a rod in your hand.
Other standard FeelFree features include the Wheel-in-the-Keel, flush-mounted carry handles and, of course, 
rod holders.

In addition, the Dorado has a battery box with pre-laid wires and an AUX port (requires a 12V battery), huge 
storage space on the bow and stern with safety strips, a SonarPod console, a reinforced standing platform 
with a standup assist strap, 2 cup holders and a storage option for rods or paddle.

In this variant you get the Dorado 125 as Overdrive ready. The Overdrive Pedal Unit and the Overdrive 
Electric Motor are not included in the delivery content.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=e1edcba5afed7f46960347b8b6dcf67f

